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Relative effects of segregation and recombination on the
evolution of sex in finite diploid populations

X Jiang1,2,5, S Hu3,5, Q Xu4, Y Chang1,2 and S Tao1,2

The mechanism of reproducing more viable offspring in response to selection is a major factor influencing the advantages of
sex. In diploids, sexual reproduction combines genotype by recombination and segregation. Theoretical studies of sexual
reproduction have investigated the advantage of recombination in haploids. However, the potential advantage of segregation in
diploids is less studied. This study aimed to quantify the relative contribution of recombination and segregation to the evolution
of sex in finite diploids by using multilocus simulations. The mean fitness of a sexually or asexually reproduced population was
calculated to describe the long-term effects of sex. The evolutionary fate of a sex or recombination modifier was also monitored
to investigate the short-term effects of sex. Two different scenarios of mutations were considered: (1) only deleterious mutations
were present and (2) a combination of deleterious and beneficial mutations. Results showed that the combined effects of
segregation and recombination strongly contributed to the evolution of sex in diploids. If deleterious mutations were only
present, segregation efficiently slowed down the speed of Muller’s ratchet. As the recombination level was increased, the
accumulation of deleterious mutations was totally inhibited and recombination substantially contributed to the evolution of sex.
The presence of beneficial mutations evidently increased the fixation rate of a recombination modifier. We also observed that
the twofold cost of sex was easily to overcome in diploids if a sex modifier caused a moderate frequency of sex.
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INTRODUCTION

Sexual reproduction is a costly and risky activity, but it widely occurs
in most eukaryotes. This indicates that there is a general advantage for
its evolutionary success (Smith, 1978; Barton and Charlesworth, 1998;
Otto and Lenormand, 2002). Although previous studies explained the
ubiquity of sex, studies are yet to determine why sex evolves and this
question remains one of the most difficult questions in modern
evolutionary biology (Agrawal, 2006; De Visser and Elena, 2007).
Considering genetics, one main consequence of sex is that it tends to
mix genotypes, thereby improving the efficiency of natural selection
in the presence of negative genetic associations. Negative genetic
associations arise when beneficial mutations combine with deleterious
alleles at the same or different loci. As a result, the intermediate fitness
phenotype increases and the variance in fitness decreases (Roze,
2009). In sexual diploids, two important components can alter genetic
associations that accumulate over time. Recombination breaks down
associations between alleles among different loci, thereby eliminating
negative linkage disequilibrium (LD). Segregation breaks down
associations between alleles at the same locus, thereby helping to
re-establish Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (Hadany and Comeron,
2008). In this study, ‘modifier’ models were used, in which one tracks
the fate of a gene that alters reproductive mode (Feldman et al., 1996).
We investigate the conditions under which sex evolves as a con-
sequence of recombination or segregation in finite diploids.

The interference between genetic drift and selection could create
negative LD. Recent theoretical studies have mainly focused on how
the negative LD drives the evolution of sex in haploids (Barton and
Otto, 2005; Otto, 2009). Empirical studies have focused on the effects
of negative epistasis rather than drift on the evolution of sex for a
long time because recombination can eliminate negative LD caused by
epistasis (Barton, 1995; Otto and Feldman, 1997). However, if the
population is finite or subdivided, Hill–Robertson interference among
deleterious mutations at multiple loci favors the evolution of
recombination without the requirement of negative epistasis (Otto
and Barton, 2001; Iles et al., 2003; Keightley and Otto, 2006; Martin
et al., 2006). Hill–Robertson interference states that selection at one
locus affects the efficacy of selection at other linked loci (Hill and
Robertson, 1966; Felsenstein, 1974; Charlesworth et al., 2009).
In haploid models, the advantages of sex arise as a consequence of

recombination because sex is comparable to recombination (Agrawal
and Otto, 2006; Agrawal, 2009a, b). However, in diploids, segregation
also affects the evolution of sex by changing associations within a
locus on homologous chromosomes, and such associations are absent
in haploids. Given that most of the arguments are based on
recombination modifiers in haploids, the effects of segregation in
diploids have not been fully investigated. Using a deterministic
mutation–balance model, Otto (2003) first investigated the possible
conditions affecting the evolution of sex as a consequence of
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segregation rather than recombination. Otto (2003) further showed
that the conditions favoring segregation require that deleterious
mutations are partially recessive. Low levels of inbreeding among
individuals tend to widen the conditions that favor segregation.
Segregation also provides more benefits to the evolution of sex than
recombination. However, Otto (2003) did not investigate the effects of
finite population size on the evolution of sex, which is a potentially
important factor that affects selection for segregation. In finite
populations, the interaction between drift and selection strongly
favors a recombination modifier (Keightley and Otto, 2006; Gordo
and Campos, 2008). Nevertheless, the mechanism by which drift
influences the conditions favoring segregation remains elusive.
Recently, Roze and Michod (2010) investigated the effects of recurrent
deleterious mutations on the evolution of sex in finite diploids. The
results have shown that excessive heterozygosity generated by a finite
population size is the key component of selection to favor segregation
when deleterious mutations are dominant (Roze and Michod, 2010).
However, beneficial mutations are not involved in their simulations.
In a finite diploid population subjected to deleterious and beneficial
mutations, whether or not genetic drift combined with selection
provides a greater advantage of segregation than recombination is
unclear. This study primarily aimed to provide a direct comparison of
the relative contribution of segregation and recombination to the
evolution of sex in finite diploids, in which deleterious and beneficial
mutations are present.
This study involved two steps to investigate the conditions that

favor sex by using computer simulations. First, we investigated the
long-term effect of segregation and recombination by determining the
mean fitness of a single asexual/sexual population after thousands of
generations evolved. Second, we investigated the short-term effect of
segregation and recombination by introducing a sex (or recombina-
tion) modifier that could spread or fix in an asexual (or a sexual but
without recombination) population and measuring the fixation
probability of this modifier. In this study, ‘segregation’ refers to the
process by which homologous chromosomes separate, resulting in the
segregation of genes into different gametes; gametes from two
different individuals then fuse. ‘Recombination’ refers to the exchange
of alleles in different loci of homologous chromosomes in the same
individual. Sexual reproduction involves recombination and segrega-
tion to produce an offspring (Supplementary Figure S1). By contrast,
asexual reproduction produces offspring that directly inherits the
same genome of the parent (clone). To quantify the relative strength
of these two processes, we assumed that the genome only contained
one pair of chromosome. The predictions from the simulations
showed that both modifiers of segregation and recombination
were strongly favored when mutations occurred in multilocus. In
particular, low extent of beneficial mutations remarkably enhanced
the effects of recombination.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
General settings of the program
The simulation programs used in this study (written in Cþ þ and available

upon request) were somewhat similar to those in haploid models used by

Hartfield et al. (2010), but our simulations were newly established. In both

studies, an infinite number of possible alleles at each locus, the absence of

epistasis and no dominance in mutations were considered. This study was

based on diploids undergoing recombination and segregation. A homogeneous

population consisted of N diploid individuals at the start of a generation. Each

individual contained a pair of independently segregating chromosomes with

200 equally spaced loci affecting fitness. N in this study was set at 10 000 and

kept constant. This value was relatively small so that the simulation time was

acceptable and appeared reasonable at least for some species.

Each individual in the population was initially mutation free and assigned

an identical fitness value of 1.0. The number of mutations per generation

occurring in each individual was sampled from a Poisson distribution with a

mean of U, and the fraction of beneficial mutations was pb. Hence, the rate of

beneficial mutations was equal to Upb, and the deleterious mutation rate was

expressed as U (1�pb) (EU if pb was small). The genome mutation rate was

set at U¼ 0.5, which was in the range of U of model organisms (Keightley and

Eyre-Walker, 2000; Denver et al., 2004; Halligan and Keightley, 2006; Haag-

Liautard et al., 2007). The position of each mutation was randomly assigned in

the genome. Fitness effects were multiplicative among loci, where deleterious

mutations and beneficial mutations resulted in constant selective coefficients sd
and sb, respectively. sd was set from 0.001 to 0.2 because small and high sd have

been observed in eukaryotes (Garcia-Dorado et al., 1999; Loewe and

Charlesworth, 2006). sb was set at 0.02, which was slightly higher than the

estimated sb in Drosophila but with some overlaps (Sella et al., 2009). All of the

mutations were maintained in the population to estimate the average

population fitness. Epistasis among loci was considered absent because

epistasis among deleterious mutations is possibly not important to the

evolution of sex in finite populations (Keightley and Otto, 2006). Therefore,

the fitness wi of an individual i with kd deleterious mutations and kb beneficial

mutations was expressed as follows: wi¼ (1�sd)
kd (1þ sb)

kd.

Simulation of a fully asexual/sexual population
In this section, each individual in the population produced either fully sexual

or fully asexual offspring. For an asexual population, the probability of

generating offspring was proportional to the individual’s fitness, in which the

offspring inherited all of the mutations that the parent carried. However, sexual

individuals should form a mating pair to produce an offspring. Both parents

were sampled by replacing the proportion with their corresponding fitness.

Once chosen as a parent, recombination occurred between homologous

chromosomes with a mean value of L, and uniformly distributed among the

200 loci. One of each parent’s chromatins was randomly chosen and

contributed to half of the chromosome of the offspring.

The aforementioned life cycle was repeated until the simulation reached a

defined generation. The mean log average fitness of the population (lnW), the

coefficient of variation in fitness (CV) and the numbers of fixed deleterious

(Nd) and beneficial (Nb) mutations were recorded at the end of the simulation.

LnW is an appropriate parameter to compare the rate of adaptation of a

sexual/asexual population over time. CV measures whether or not sexually

produced offspring are more variable in fitness than asexually produced

offspring. The runs were repeated 10 times for each parameter combination.

Simulation of a sex modifier
To simulate the fate of a sex modifier, we first allowed an asexual population to

evolve N generations based on its life cycle. After this burn-in period, the

population could reach an approximate mutation–selection balance, and the

status of the population was saved. We then introduced only one sex modifier

to a randomly selected position in a randomly chosen individual in this saved

population. An individual carrying this modifier did not initially have a sexual

partner except itself. We thus allowed this individual to reproduce asexually at

the beginning. The number of its offspring may increase because of drift or

selection. In each generation, the number of available sexual individuals was

counted. If more than one sexual partner were available (nsex41), sexual mode

could be possibly spread. If an individual A with a sex modifier was chosen,

another individual B was randomly selected from the available sexual

individuals based on its fitness to form a mating pair. This pair sexually

produced an offspring with a probability psex. The modifier was assumed

dominant, and thus psex was constant for both heterozygous and homozygous

modifier alleles. Recombination events occurred with a mean value of L

between homologous chromosomes in both A and B. If the offspring was

produced asexually (with a probability of 1�psex), its genome was exactly the

same as the genome of individual A. This process was repeated until N

offspring were created. We also ran simulations based on two different partially

sexual saved populations (with a sexual reproducing probability pinit¼ 0.01 or

0.1) to investigate whether or not sex can invade a population that has already

undergone sex at a low rate.
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The cost of sex increased with psex. wi of the sexual individual was reduced

before selection by a factor C¼ 1/(1þ psex), where wi ¼ C 1� sdð Þkd
1þ sbð Þkb . C is directly determined by psex, where C¼ 1.0 corresponds to

psex¼ 0 (for an asexual individual, no cost) and C¼ 0.5 corresponds to

psex¼ 1.0 (for a fully sexual individual, twofold cost of sex). Given that

selection is relevant to individual’s fitness, C allows us to introduce a direct

cost of sex. For instance, in a random mating system of hermaphroditic

organisms, sexual female provides all her resources in the same extent as an

asexual female, whereas male subjects invest gametes but no resources to the

next generation. As a result, the sexual female only produces 50% offspring

compared with the sexual female when all else are equal (in this case, C¼ 0.5).

The fate of the modifier was tracked until it was fixed or lost in the

population, and we recorded the fixation probability of the modifier u. For

each saved population, single modifier was introduced N repetitions to

estimate u. This fixation probability u was compared with the fixation

probability of a neutral allele u* (u*¼ 1/2N), to calculate the relative

probability of the modifier, u/u*. We repeated the whole simulation process

by using five different ‘saved populations’ for each parameter combination to

calculate average u/u*.

Simulation of a recombination modifier
The simulation of a recombination modifier is slightly different from that of a

sex modifier as follows. A sexual burn-in population without recombination

events was simulated and saved. A recombination modifier was then

introduced to a randomly selected individual. The modifier increased the

expected number of recombination events (L) of its carrier from 0 to 0.5, 1.0

or 1.5. The simulation continued at most N generations or until the modifier

was fixed or lost in the population. The fixation probability of the

recombination modifier was recorded. A recombination modifier was intro-

duced at least N repetitions in five different saved populations to estimate the

average u/u*.

Estimation of Ne in asexual populations
In this study, the method used to estimate Ne in asexuals here was similar to

that of Keightley and Otto (2006). A neutrally linked locus with an initial value

of 0 was inserted into the genome of each individual. After a burn in of N

generations, the value in each individual was altered in each generation by

adding Gaussian noise with a mean value of 0 and a variance of V¼ 1.0. The

equilibrium variance is VN for this neutral locus (Lynch and Hill, 1986). The

simulation continued for N generations to determine Ne. Ten independent

runs were preformed in different saved populations to estimate the average Ne.

RESULTS

Evaluating mean population fitness and variation in fitness
To understand the evolution of sex, we should answer one basic
question regarding the effects of sex on fitness: do sexually produced
offspring exhibit a higher mean fitness or more variable in fitness than
asexually produced offspring? We calculated the mean fitness lnW
after the population evolved 3000 generations. Different selective
coefficients of deleterious mutations (sd) were investigated in cases
with only deleterious mutations or with both deleterious and
beneficial mutations (Figure 1). In both cases, sexual populations
exhibited higher values of lnW than asexual populations. With solely
deleterious mutations (U¼ 0.5, pb¼ 0), Muller’s ratchet was per-
formed in an asexual population, resulting in a continuously
decreasing fitness over generations. Segregation removed deleterious
mutations more efficiently, thereby slowing down the rate of Muller’s
ratchet. The occurrence of recombination with all the considered
levels (LX0.5) completely terminated the operation of Muller’s
ratchet, resulting in a balanced value of lnW (Figure 1a). In the
presence of a small fraction of beneficial mutations (pb¼ 0.02),
recombination resulted in higher lnW than segregation alone, and
lnW increased with L (Figure 1b). Moreover, lnW was minimized for
some intermediate values of sdEsb in both sexual and asexual

populations, and this result has been confirmed in asexuals
(Bachtrog and Gordo, 2004; Jiang et al., 2011).
Segregation alone (L¼ 0) markedly decreased the fixation number

of deleterious mutations Nd, whereas almost no deleterious mutations
could be fixed with recombination (Figure 2a). This result was
consistent with that observed in the changes of fitness. In the presence
of beneficial mutations, more deleterious mutations were fixed by
hitchhiking effects (Figure 2b). However, beneficial mutations could
offset such negative effects on fitness. In this case, sexual reproduction
provided a dual advantage by eliminating deleterious mutations more
efficiently and by fixing beneficial mutations more rapidly than
asexual reproduction. We also observed that recombination evidently
aided the fixation of beneficial mutations compared with the
moderate increase caused by segregation (Figure 2c). Furthermore,
in the absence of beneficial mutations, the coefficient of variation of
fitness (CV) in sexual populations was slightly higher than that in
asexuals (Figure 3a). By contrast, in the presence of beneficial
mutations, recombination significantly increased CV (Figure 3b).
This result indicated that beneficial mutations resulted in sexually
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produced offspring exhibiting more variable in fitness than asexually
produced offspring.

Selection on a sex modifier
We investigated whether or not segregation and recombination can
allow sex to invade an asexual population by tracking the fate of a sex

modifier that was introduced to an asexual population. The relative
fixation probabilities of a sex modifier, u/u*, were obtained under two
mutational scenarios with or without beneficial mutations (Figure 4).
u*¼ 1/2N were checked in the simulations, and u/u*41.0 indicated
that a sex modifier was favored. The sex modifier in diploids was
strongly selected, except the case in which only strong deleterious
mutations were present (sd40.1).
Three principal tendencies were observed from this result. First, the

strength of selection on a sex modifier that promotes segregation was
high (L¼ 0). This finding suggested that segregation provided
substantial benefits to drive the evolution of sex in diploids. In finite
asexual haploid, Hill–Robertson interference occurs between loci. In
finite diploids, drift also creates an alternative interference within a
locus. Without segregation, mutation that occurs in one of the
homologous chromosomes is possibly restricted to this chromosome
unless another mutation arises in the same locus of the second
chromosome, thereby creating excessive heterozygotes (Charlesworth
and Charlesworth, 1997). With segregation, mating between hetero-
zygotes quickly produces new homozygotes, which can be efficiently
eliminated by selection. Second, the fixation probabilities of the sex
modifier continued to increase as L varied from 0 to 1.5. This increase
indicated that recombination provided additional benefits to help the
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fixation of a sex modifier (PE1.1� 10�4 with pb¼ 0, PE1.9� 10�4

with pb¼ 0.02; both values showed a significant difference based on
Friedman rank-sum test). Third, the presence of beneficial mutations
resulted in a significantly higher fixation rate of a sex modifier
(Figure 4b) than the cases with solely deleterious mutations
(Figure 4a) (at all different recombination levels, Po0.05 using
one-sided Wilcoxon’s signed-rank tests). For the cases with very
strong deleterious mutations that did not have a chance to be fixed in
asexuals (sdX0.1), a sex modifier was still favored (For example,
u/u*E230 with sd¼ 0.2, L¼ 0; Figure 4b). We observed that the
effective population size Ne in asexual populations was markedly
reduced compared with the actual population size N (Supplementary
Figure S2). The decrease in Ne was considered as an important

signature of Hill–Robertson interference (Comeron et al., 2007). For
instance, Ne reduced to approximately 0.8% (pb¼ 0.02) of the actual
population size with sd¼ 0.05, demonstrating that Hill–Robertson
interference was very strong. The presence of beneficial mutations
caused an even larger reduction in Ne than solely deleterious
mutations in most cases. This result indicated that the increasing
strength of Hill–Robertson interference improved the fixation rate of
a sex modifier.
We also investigated the spread rate of a sex modifier in a saved

population, which underwent sex at pinit¼ 0.01 (Supplementary
Figure S3) or pinit¼ 0.1 (Supplementary Figure S4). The relative
fixation probability of the sex modifier u/u* was evidently decreased
compared with that in a fully sexual population, in which the highest
u/u* was o100 in both cases. In purely asexual populations, the main
advantages of sex included the following: Ne was increased and the
operation of Muller’s ratchet was slowed down (or terminated).
Therefore, a high fixation probability of a sex modifier was observed
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carrier to produce offspring sexually with probability psex¼0.1. Other

parameters used: U¼0.5, sb¼0.02. Error bars through the paper were
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(Friedman rank sum test: w2¼31.6, df¼8, P-value¼0.0001098 for

pb¼0; w2¼30.2, df¼8, P-value¼0.0001948 for pb¼0.02). The

presence of beneficial mutations had significant effects on the fixation

probability of the sex modifier with different recombination levels (one-

sided Wilcoxon signed-rank tests: V¼6, P-value¼0.027345 for L¼0;

V¼1, P-value¼0.003906 for L¼0.5; V¼0, P-value¼0.001953 for
L¼1.0; V¼0, P-value¼0.001953 for L¼1.5). All statistical analyses in

this article were completed in R 2.15.1.
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with segregation alone (L¼ 0). By contrast, this phenomenon unlikely
occurred in a population that underwent sex at a low rate. More
polymorphisms were possibly maintained in the partial sexual
population. This mechanism could explain why the relative advantage
of recombination (L¼ 1.0) was significantly enhanced compared with
that of segregation (L¼ 0) (Pr0.05, one-sided Wilcoxon’s signed-
rank tests). With solely segregation (L¼ 0), significant differences in
u/u* was not observed when beneficial mutations were added
(pb¼ 0.02) (P¼ 0.16015 in Supplementary Figure S3 and
P¼ 0.0615 in Supplementary Figure S4, one-sided Wilcoxon’s
signed-rank tests). Nevertheless, recombination also provided addi-
tional advantages to the evolution of sex in these partially sexual saved
populations. In addition, the presence of beneficial mutations still
resulted in a larger advantage of recombination.

Selection on a recombination modifier
Given that recombination increased the advantage of sex by speeding
up the fixation rate of beneficial mutations (Figure 2c), the fixation
probability of a recombination modifier in sexuals was expected to be
higher in the presence of beneficial mutations than that in the
presence of solely deleterious mutations. We showed the fate of a
modifier with different recombination levels in sexual populations for
different sd (Figure 9). The modifier introduced recombination events
to its non-recombinant carrier with a mean value of L. In the presence
of beneficial mutations, u/u* was much greater than 1.0 in our
simulations, and this result is consistent with our expectation. The
highest u/u* (E200) was observed in the case in which the effects of
deleterious mutations were weak (sd¼ 0.001), indicating that recom-
bination was strongly favored. A higher fixation probability of a
recombination modifier was obtained by adding beneficial mutations
(pb¼ 0.02; Figure 5b). Mann–Whitney U-test showed that u/u*
significantly differed between pb¼ 0 and pb¼ 0.02 groups at the three
different recombination levels (PE1.0� 10�3, one-sided test).
The different recombination levels exhibited significant differences

in u/u* in pb¼ 0 and pb¼ 0.02 groups (Friedman’s rank-sum test,
PE1.7� 10�3 for pb¼ 0; PE1.8� 10�3 for pb¼ 0.02). However, we
noticed that a higher recombination level resulted in decreasing rather
than increasing fixation probabilities of the modifier if mutations
were solely deleterious (Figure 5a). In such a sexual population that
has undergone segregation, slight increase in the recombination rate
could terminate the operation of Muller’s ratchet. Further recombina-
tion disrupted the balanced gene combination, which was possibly the
reason why further recombination provided a decreasing advantage.
By contrast, additional beneficial mutations created additional nega-
tive associations between loci, thereby enhancing Hill–Robertson
interference. In this case, further recombination could liberate
beneficial mutations from their deleterious background and thus
was strongly favored.

Influence of psex, nsex, U and C on u/u*
We investigated the effects of changing the probability of an
individual undergoing sexual reproduction (psex) on the relative
fixation probability of a sex modifier, u/u*. An increasing psex
evidently increased the fixation probability of the sex modifier
(Figure 6). A low probability of sex has been proven to provide
substantial benefits in terms of sex rate (Pamilo et al., 1987;
Charlesworth et al., 1993; Green and Noakes, 1995; Barton and
Charlesworth, 1998). Strong modifiers that substantially increased the
sex rate exhibited a higher advantage than weak modifiers. This result
was the same as in haploids, in which the advantage of a sex

(recombination) modifier begins to increase as its strength increases
at psexE0.01 (Gordo and Campos, 2008).
Considering that all of the other factors were constant, the fixation

rate of the sex modifier decreased with the available number of sexual
partners, nsex (Figure 7). Two opposite effects may appear when nsex
was increased. The number of available sex individuals was increased
to produce more feasible sexual offspring at one generation, but a
longer time is needed at first to reach a relatively larger nsex.
Therefore, the decrease in u/u* with nsex occurred possibly because
the sexual reproduction of offspring immediately provided additional
advantages to the population than to wait for nsex to increase as
caused by drift.
The fixation probability of a sex modifier u/u* does not always

increase as the mutation rate U increase (Figure 8). Very high
mutation rates (U40.8) caused a decrease in u/u*. More (beneficial)
mutations were expected to produce more negative associations to
favor more sex. This unexpected result was possibly because a higher
mutation rate can also reduce the effective population size Ne; by
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Figure 6 Selective advantage of a sex modifier u/u* vs probabilities of it
undergoing sexual productive ways, psex. Other parameters were used:

U¼0.5, pb¼0.02, sd¼0.05, sb¼0.02.
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contrast, smaller Ne impedes the spread rate of the sex modifier
(Hartfield et al., 2010). The decrease in u/u* was attributed to the
dominance of the opposite effects of delaying the spread rate of the
modifier exceeding the effects of increasing interference.
We presented the fixation rate of a sex modifier as a function of the

cost of sex to determine whether or not sex can invade an asexual
population with a substantial cost (Figure 9). C was directly
determined by psex, where C ranging from 0.99 to 0.5 corresponded
with psex varying from 0.01 to 1.0. We observed that u/u* was 41.0 in
most cases. This result indicated that the selection on a sex modifier
was very strong. Therefore, the cost of sex could be easily overcome in
diploids, confirming that sex frequently evolves in diploid organisms
(Otto, 2003). The maximum advantage of sex occurred when the
modifier caused a moderate increase in the probability of sexual
reproduction (psexE0.1). In particular, costly sex was more likely to
spread with both segregation and recombination.

DISCUSSION

We used two models in this study to perform a detailed investigation
on the relative contribution of segregation and recombination to the

evolution of sex in diploids: the model based on purely asexual/sexual
population and the modifier model. The sex modifier model was
introduced to investigate the mechanism by which sex initially evolves
from an asexual population that has accumulated deleterious (or
beneficial) mutations. However, whether or not sex evolves originally
from such a degenerating asexual population is unknown. In a study
on accumulated deleterious mutation in Aspergillus nidulans, the
fitness of sexual spores decreases at a slower rate than the equivalent
asexual lineages (Bruggeman et al., 2003). Studies on several organ-
isms have also shown that individuals likely engage in sexual
reproduction when conditions become stressful (Grishkan et al.,
2003; Goddard et al., 2005). For example, experimental yeast sexual
populations evolved faster than the asexual populations when
environmental temperature or osmolarity is increased, but this
evolution does not occur under benign conditions (Goddard et al.,
2005). Considering the observations in these experiments and our
simulations, we expected that the relationship between the evolution
of sex and the stressful condition under which deleterious mutations
are accumulated also evolved. We also showed that a sex modifier was
still favored, although an evidently decreased fixation rate was
observed in a population that already underwent a low rate of sex.
Moreover, the spread rate of the recombination modifier was

directly related to beneficial mutations. As an essential process in
sexual diploids, segregation could effectively reduce the accumulation
of deleterious mutations, thereby decreasing the relative contribution
of recombination to the evolution of sex (Figure 5a). Nevertheless,
rare beneficial mutations provided the driving force of adaptive
evolution. Recombination could provide more advantages in fixing
beneficial mutation than segregation alone and thus was strongly
selected (Figure 5b). This observation in diploids that already
underwent segregation indicated that recombination functions in
the potential adaptive process in the presence of beneficial mutations.
The fate of the sex modifier depended strongly on the first available

sexual number, nsex (Figure 7). A smaller nsex indicated a higher level
of inbreeding because only one modifier was introduced in the
population. All of the individuals with a sex modifier were descen-
dents of the initial parent individual. Inbreeding is important in
selection related to segregation and recombination (Otto, 2003; Roze
and Lenormand, 2005; Agrawal and Otto, 2006; Agrawal, 2009b).
Many populations have exhibited some degrees of inbreeding. There-
fore, this model could be used to predict the relative advantage of
segregation and recombination in most diploids. Nevertheless, if we
allow mating to occur randomly between sexual and asexual
individuals when the modifier was initially introduced without
waiting for the presence of several available sexual partners, different
results may be obtained. These random mating systems should be
studied in the future to understand the mechanism by which such
differences in mating affect the evolution of sex.
Our model also exhibits limitations. For instance, dominance

within loci was not considered. Dominance of deleterious mutations
in diploids has been investigated in other studies (Haag and Roze,
2007; Roze and Michod, 2010). However, little is known about the
dominance of beneficial mutations, particularly the mode of interac-
tion between deleterious and beneficial mutations (that is, beneficial
and deleterious mutations coexist in the same locus). We will discuss
the mechanism by which the dominance of beneficial mutations
affects the advantages of sex in diploids in a future study based on
infinite loci.
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